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Research Analyst – Korean Speaking Intern  
 

We are delighted to announce that we are one of companies to make the 2018 ‘Best 

Companies to Work for in Greater China’ list.  

 

Third Bridge provides private equity firms, hedge funds and strategy consultants with 

the information that they need to understand the value of their investment opportunities. 

 

Our vision for delivering deep insight and unbiased market intelligence has evolved into 

a business with a range of complementary services, six offices across three continents 

and a global client base. 

 

Whether it is facilitating a private conversation with an industry veteran, moderating a 

dialogue between experts and investors, or extracting insights from within the supply 

chain of a poorly documented industry, we are on our clients side, helping them to make 

informed investment decisions. 

Position Overview 
 

This role will require you to assist Research team to identify & recruit specialists to Third 

Bridge’s network of industry experts to facilitate consultations between industry 

specialists and our clients (Private Equity Companies, Hedge Funds and Management 

Consultancies).  

Specific Duties include but are not limited to the following: 
 Use internal and external tools to source industry specialists, 

 Facilitate consultations; scheduling calls between our clients and specialists, 

 Assist specialists complete pre-consultation processes, 

 Arrange for interpreters, assist specialists to complete pre-consultation processes, 

 Keep accurate records of communications by using our intranet systems. 

To be successful in this role you should have a proven track record of:  
 Native level of Korean speaking is mandatory 

 Passionate and energetic with a dynamic spirit, 

 Excellent interpersonal, written and verbal communication skills, 

 Detail-orientated, ability to handle stringent deadlines/multi-tasking, 

 Motivated self-starter, organized, ability to work independently. 

What you will gain during the internship: 
 Ability to face strangers and to convince them(great sales skills), 

 Demonstrated ability to communicate effectively and build relationships, 

 Strong general business understanding and common sense,  

 Outstanding social and networking skills. 

 Close relationship with global consulting client. 

What we offer 
 The possibility of  being  permanent staff 

 Attractive remuneration package  

 Crucial interpersonal skills which will enable you to confront any interviews without 

tension and fear 

 A further understanding of the working environment in an international company; 

mostly English communicated. 


